Left hand original

Exploring #Netprov–
“networked improvisation
narrative” — an online art form
occupying the densely populated
cultural space of social media.
#Netprov holds the potential to
highlight the value of
participatory culture while
recasting the traditional terms of
cultural contribution, writing,
and even what it means to
author something.
Where can we locate these open
communities of practice? How
do we design for emergent
collaborative narrative in social
media spaces? This virtual field
trip will take us to the people
behind Meanwhile NetProv
Studio to check in with #Netprov
artists & practitioners who will
share out the latest #netprov
experiments.
Blurring the boundaries of
reality & fiction (real life as a
medium for the storytelling
world)? Issues of trust and
security? What might be the
inherent goals for this kind of
storytelling work? Issue of “the
hoax”? How has this form of
storytelling been used
pedagogically?

Right hand spun

Investigating #Netprov–
"arranged act of spontaneity
story" — an online fine art
possessing the thickly populated
social space of web-based social
networking.
#Netprov holds the possibility to
highlight the estimation of
participatory culture while
recasting the conventional terms
of social commitment,
composing, and even authoring
something.
Where would we be able to find
these open groups of practice?
How would we plan for new
shared story in online
networking spaces? This virtual
field excursion will take us to the
general population behind
Meanwhile NetProv Studio to
check in with #Netprov
craftsmen and experts who will
share out the most recent
#netprov tests.
Obscuring the limits of reality
and fiction (genuine as a
medium for the narrating
scene)? Issues of trust and
security? What may be the
characteristic objectives for this
sort of narrating work? Issue of
"the lie"? How has this type of
narrating been utilized
instructivel
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Right hand spun

Examining #Netprov–
"masterminded demonstration
of suddenness story" — an
online compelling artwork
having the thickly populated
social space of electronic long
range interpersonal
communication.

Looking at #Netprov–
"engineered exhibit of
suddenness story" — a web
based convincing work of art
having the thickly populated
social space of electronic long
range interpersonal
correspondence.

#Netprov holds the likelihood to
highlight the estimation of
participatory culture while
recasting the traditional terms of
social responsibility, forming,
and notwithstanding composing
something.

#Netprov holds the probability
to highlight the estimation of
participatory culture while
recasting the conventional terms
of social duty, shaping, and
despite forming something.

Where might we have the
capacity to locate these open
gatherings of practice? How
might we anticipate new shared
story in internet organizing
spaces? This virtual field trip will
take us to the overall public
behind Meanwhile NetProv
Studio to check in with #Netprov
specialists and specialists who
will share out the latest
#netprov tests.
Cloudingthebreakingpointsofrealityand
fiction(certifiedasamediumforthe
describingscene)?Issuesoftrustand
security?Whatmightbethetrademark
destinationsforthiskindofdescribing
work?Issueof"thelie"?Howhasthissort
of describing been used
informatively?

Where may we have the ability
to find these open social affairs
of practice? In what manner may
we foresee new shared story in
web sorting out spaces? This
virtual field excursion will take
us to the general open behind
Meanwhile NetProv Studio to
check in with #Netprov
authorities and pros who will
share out the most recent
#netprov tests.
Obfuscating the limits of reality
and fiction (affirmed as a
medium for the portraying
scene)? Issues of trust and
security? What may be the
trademark goals for this sort of
depicting work? Issue of "the
lie"? How has this kind of
depicting been utilized
educationally?

Left hand original

Taking a gander at #Netprov–
"designed show of suddenness
story" — an online persuading
work regarding craftsmanship
having the thickly populated
social space of electronic long
range interpersonal
correspondence.

Right hand spun

Looking "outlined show of
suddenness story" — a web
based inducing work with
respect to craftsmanship having
the thickly populated social
space of electronic long range
interpersonal correspondence.

#Netprov holds the likelihood to
highlight the estimation of
participatory culture while
recasting the routine terms of
social obligation, molding, and
regardless of framing something.

#Netprov holds the probability
to highlight the estimation of
participatory culture while
recasting the normal terms of
social commitment, trim, and
paying little heed to confining
something.

Where may we be able to locate
these open parties of practice? In
what way may we anticipate
new shared story in web dealing
with spaces? This virtual field
outing will take us to the general
open behind Meanwhile NetProv
Studio to check in with #Netprov
specialists and stars who will
share out the latest #netprov
tests.

Where may we have the capacity
to find these open gatherings of
practice? How may we foresee
new imparted story in web
managing to spaces? This virtual
field excursion will take us to the
general open behind Meanwhile
NetProv Studio to check in with
#Netprov authorities and stars
who will share out the most
recent #netprov tests.

Jumbling the breaking points of
reality and fiction (attested as a
medium for the depicting
scene)? Issues of trust and
security? What might be the
trademark objectives for this
kind of delineating work? Issue
of "the lie"? How has this sort of
portraying been used
instructively?

Scattering the limits of reality
and fiction (validated as a
medium for the delineating
scene)? Issues of trust and
security? What may be the
trademark goals for this sort of
depicting work? Issue of "the
lie"? How has this kind of
depicting been utilized
enlighteningly?
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Exploring #Netprov–
“networked improvisation
narrative” — an online art form
occupying the densely populated
cultural space of social media.
#Netprov holds the potential to
highlight the value of
participatory culture while
recasting the traditional terms of
cultural contribution, writing,
and even what it means to
author something.
Where can we locate these open
communities of practice? How
do we design for emergent
collaborative narrative in social
media spaces? This virtual field
trip will take us to the people
behind Meanwhile NetProv
Studio to check in with #Netprov
artists & practitioners who will
share out the latest #netprov
experiments.
Blurring the boundaries of
reality & fiction (real life as a
medium for the storytelling
world)? Issues of trust and
security? What might be the
inherent goals for this kind of
storytelling work? Issue of “the
hoax”? How has this form of
storytelling been used
pedagogically?

Right hand spun

Looking "sketched out show of
suddenness story" — an online
actuating work regarding
craftsmanship having the thickly
populated social space of
electronic long range
interpersonal correspondence.
#Netprov holds the likelihood to
highlight the estimation of
participatory culture while
recasting the typical terms of
social duty, trim, and paying
little notice to binding
something.
Where may we have the ability
to locate these open social
occasions of practice? How may
we predict new bestowed story
in web figuring out how to
spaces? This virtual field trip will
take us to the general open
behind. Meanwhile NetProv
Studio to check in with #Netprov
specialists and stars who will
share out the latest #netprov
tests.
Disseminating the breaking
points of reality and fiction
(approved as a medium for the
portraying scene)? Issues of
trust and security? What might
be the trademark objectives for
this kind of delineating work?
Issue of "the lie"? How has this
sort of portraying been used
enlighteningly.

